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Plastics-to-Bio: Institutional and 
systemic challenges
Which might be the systemic and institutional challenges 
hindering the adoption of the three proposed solutions?

• Technological and supply chain -related
• Regulative
• Normative
• Cultural-cognitive

G1&2: Solution 1 (PLA) || G3&4: Solution 2 (App) || G5&6: Solution 3 
(Collection system)



Robust design

“An innovation's design is robust 
when its arrangement of concrete 
details cues schemas and scripts that 
are immediately effective in the short 
term, by invoking preexisting 
understandings, but that do not 
constrain us to only those existing 
understanding and actions, instead 
allowing us to discover new ways to 
interact with the new ideas as our 
understandings evolve.”
(Hargadon & Douglas, 2001: 488)
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Plastics-to-Bio: Elements of robust 
design?
Which features of each solution might make them robust in light 
of Hargadon & Sutton’s definition?

• Same groups & solutions..



Innovation and innovation management



Two perspectives to innovation

1) Exploration (the domain of design science)
• Focus on identifying practical problems, solving them, and 

improving the problem-solving process
• Produces solutions and templates for the problem-solving process
Ø Pre-assignment, weekly design assignments

2) Explanation (the domain of innovation research)
• Focus on identifying effective ways to manage and organize 

innovation activities in organizations
• Produces descriptions and theoretical propositions
Ø Basis of the innovation management lectures
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Schumpeter’s (1934) definition

Innovation is something:
1. Carried into practice

(an novel idea or invention without market application not (yet) an 
innovation)

2. Which benefits its developer
(entrepreneurial profit motivating innovators)

3. Reproduced across contexts
(more than one situated application)

4. That changes the economy beyond the developing firm
(through the adoption of the innovation by other companies)
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A framework

Ideation Selection Development Launch

Resources
Organization

Strategy
Institutions

1. Turning ideas and insights 
into solutions

2. Creating prerequisites for 
the organization successfully 

introduce new solutions 



Innovation process



The reality of innovation process…
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Van de Ven et al. (1999)



… and the typical model representing it
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à Different critical factors for managing the process 
effectively!

Ideation/ 
invention

Selection / 
development

Launch & 
implementation



Innovation process in services

1. R&D model
2. Model of rapid application
3. Practice-driven model



Knowledge, learning and innovation



Knowledge

“Facts, information, and skills acquired through experience or 
education; the theoretical or practical understanding of a 
subject” (dictionary)

Multiple distinctions, generalizations:
• Cognitive, bodily, social
• Tacit (procedural), explicit (declarative)
• Theoretical, practical
• Individual, collective
• Etc.



Crossan et al. (1999)

Organizational learning: multi-level 
process



Building blocks of the learning 
organization
1. Personal mastery

Continuous personal development, clarification & deepening of personal 
vision

2. Mental models
Ingrained assumptions, schemas, that influence how we understand the 
world

3. Shared vision
Aligning personal visions to foster commitment to shared goals

4. Team learning
Dialogue, openness, mutual accountability in creative processes 

5. Systems thinking
Integration of other four, locating problems and opportunities in the 
complex system of interrelated parts

Senge (1990)



Organizing knowledge creation at IDEO
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Organizing innovation



Organize what?

1. Allocation of tasks
The roles of individuals & 
teams, responsibilities
à Definition of tasks

2. Grouping tasks
Integrating the actions of 
individuals & groups into 
fluid processes
à Specialization of groups

3. Integration of groups
Coordination of processes and 
direction of groups to fulfill 
organizational targets
à Structures of decision-making

4. Organizational control & support
Rewards, sanctions, resource allocation; 

Organizational norms, culture



Bureaucratic versus innovative 
organization
Org design Bureaucratic organizing Innovative organizing

Define jobs Specified duties, clear 
accountability

Define work as practice: responsibility 
for the whole process, including its 
improvement

Group jobs 
(differentiation)

Specialized functions, clear 
division of labor

Specialization by core innovation 
problems cutting across functional lines

Integrate groups Hierarchy Strategic articulation & sensemaking 
across groups semi-autonomous groups

Control system 
over time

Predefined standards, 
supervision

Human process controls, rules and 
resources embedded in org culture
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Dougherty (2006)



Balancing exploration and exploitation

Exploitation = use of current 
knowledge and resources for 
production

• Short-term performance
• Goal: Increase efficiency, 

decrease variability
• Linear processes, top-down 

management

Exploration = development of 
new knowledge and resources 
for renewal and innovation

• Long-term renewal
• Goal: knowledge creation 

through high variation
• Non-linear, emergent 

processes 

March (1991)
Lavie et al. (2010)



Strategic innovation management



Context of innovation strategy
National innovation system
+ Public (and private) R&D expenditure, market 

size, openness of national economy, availability 
of venture capital, educated workforce

- High corporate tax rate, high economic welfare 
(labor cost), degree of foreign competititon

Positioning with the market / industry
• Position & development of own core 

competences against those of competitors
• Selection of strategic orientation: ”first mover” or 

“fast follower”?

Firm-level factors
• Size
• Type of product / solution made
• Type / objective of innovation
• Sources of innovation

Tidd & Bessant (2013)



Three types of R&D projects

1. Knowledge building (through basic research)
• Investments in acquiring (likely) relevant knowledge and new seeds 

for innovations
• Long-term horizon, costs specific to research costs

2. Strategic positioning (through applied R&D)
• Investments in systematic development of (tech) opportunities into 

strategically significant solutions
• Mid-term horizon, costs expand with business unit involvement

3. Business investment (from idea to launch)
• Investments into the development, production and marketing of a new 

solution with a clear business case
• Short-term horizon, systematic launch of new offering expensive
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Business model as locus of innovation
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Business 
model

Value creation

What is the value 
created?

How is value shared 
among the stakeholders 
and on what basis?

How is the value 
created?

Value 
proposition

Value capture

Value 
constellation

Revenue 
model

Protection
How is the solution 
protected against 
imitation?

Teece (2010)



Systemic & institutional view



A systemic view on innovation

Innovation strategy and individual innovation projects must 
connect the firm’s ”internal environment” to the surrounding 
ecosystem

• Design solutions-in-context: Balance what’s possible with resources 
at hand versus what makes sense and is beneficial in the wider 
context

Innovation challenge: The evolution of ecosystems steers 
toward stability

• Institutionalization = the process through which a solution 
becomes a shared and taken-for-granted part of collective action

à Laborious to change!
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What are institutions?

Regulative

• Laws
• Rules
• Regulations
• Governance 

systems

Normative

• Values
• Expectations
• Roles
• Taboos
• Conventions
• Traditions
• Standards

Cultural-
cognitive

• Beliefs
• Mental 

models
• Schemas
• Frames
• Scripts
• Categories
• Identities

(Scott, 2014)



Robust design

“An innovation's design is robust 
when its arrangement of concrete 
details cues schemas and scripts that 
are immediately effective in the short 
term, by invoking preexisting 
understandings, but that do not 
constrain us to only those existing 
understanding and actions, instead 
allowing us to discover new ways to 
interact with the new ideas as our 
understandings evolve.”
(Hargadon & Douglas, 2001: 488)
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Conclusion



What’s left?

1) Final assignment
• Deadline: March 26, 23:59! (Both 3 & 5 cr. versions.)
• Optional tutoring session: Friday March 20, 12-13

à Book an appointment! (email: jaakko.siltaloppi@aalto.fi.)

2) Concluding session
• Friday March 27 12-15
• Pitching design assignment ideas in groups, from entrepreneurial & 

societal impact standpoints
• Participation + 6p to final course score

mailto:jaakko.siltaloppi@aalto.fi


Please take the time to fill the course feedback 
survey (open March 27)!!


